
Adjustable Heat

Year-Round Use

Energy Efficient Design

Affordable Heating Alternative

Safe Around Your Entire Family

Easy to Setup, Easy to Use

Benefits of pureHeat WAVE

OSCILLATING PTC ZONE HEATER

Send a wave of warmth through the room with the 

sophisticated PTC heating technology of pureHeat 

WAVE. Boasting four different safety features, 

pureHeat WAVE is the reliable choice for zone 

heating. With the touch of a button, warm air 

immediately begins filling your space with a 

consistent temperature from floor to ceiling. 

pureHeat WAVE’s 90° horizontal oscillation 

circulates warm air evenly throughout your entire 

space. Choose from three levels of warmth or 

select Cool Comfort Mode for a cool gentle 

breeze to maintain the perfect level of comfort 

during any season of the year.



The Technologies
Safety First Design
pureHeat WAVE produces heat using an insulated PTC heating element that 

maintains a lower internal temperature and includes automatic overheat 

protection. Additional safety features include tip-over protection and a 

bladeless outlet, providing multiple levels of protection for your family.

Energy Efficient
pureHeat WAVE provides quick, consistent warmth more efficiently than other 

space heaters because of its PTC technology that heats rapidly when powered 

and then reduces power consumption when it reaches the set temperature, 

saving energy and achieving more consistent warmth from floor to ceiling.

Year-Round Use
Choose the perfect temperature setting for your environment by selecting 

one of pureHeat WAVE’s modes: 66°, 72°, or 78°. pureHeat WAVE can also be 

used through every season of the year thanks to its Cool Comfort Mode that 

produces a gentle breeze to circulate the air in your room.

3 Hour Shut-Off Timer
Choose between 1, 2, or 3 hours and then rest assured that your heater will 

automatically shut off, saving you energy and money.
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Product Specifications
Performance

• Protection Rating: ETL Canada & US by Intertek

• Warranty: 1 Year Limited Warranty

Unit

• Dimensions (HxWxD):

10.9" (277mm) x 10.0" (254mm) x 10.0" (254mm)

• Weight: 7.72 lb (3.5 kg)

Power 

• Power: 120V ~ 60Hz

• Power Usage: 1500W
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